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Executive Summary
In accordance with the City Auditor’s 2002-2003 Workplan, we
have audited the Facilities Management Division of the General
Services Department (GSD). We conducted this audit in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards and limited our work to those areas specified in the
Scope and Methodology section of this report.

Finding I

Facilities Management Needs To
Formalize And Implement AgreedUpon Improvements To Its Internal
Control System
The purpose of the Facilities Management Division (Division)
of the General Services Department (GSD) is to provide safe,
efficient, comfortable, attractive, and functional buildings and
facilities. We found that the Division lacked adequate and
documented internal controls to mitigate nine of the threats we
identified during our Risk Assessment process. Based upon our
Risk and Vulnerability Assessments, the Division agreed to
develop formal procedures to improve its internal controls in all
three work sections.
In our opinion, the Division should continuously update its
internal controls as new issues arise and formalize all its
internal control procedures in a procedure manual for staff
advisement and training purposes. Furthermore, the Division
should institute management oversight to ensure compliance
with the new procedures.

Facilities Management Division

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Facilities Management Division of the
General Services Department:
Recommendation #1

ii

• Develop a procedures manual to formally document
the developed procedures in Appendix D.
• Continuously develop controls and procedures to
address additional operational threats as they arise.
• Use the procedures manual to advise and train
current and new staff.
• Institute management oversight to ensure
compliance with the new procedures. (Priority 3)

Introduction
In accordance with the City Auditor’s 2002-2003 Workplan, we
have audited the Facilities Management Division of the General
Services Department (GSD). We conducted this audit in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards and limited our work to those areas specified in the
Scope and Methodology section of this report.
The City Auditor’s Office thanks the Facilities Management
staff for giving their time, information, insight, and cooperation
during the audit process.
Background

Originally formed in 1982, the Facilities Management
Division’s (Division) purpose is “to provide safe, efficient,
comfortable, attractive and functional buildings and facilities.”
To accomplish this mission the Division provides operational
services such as (1) corrective maintenance, initiated at the
request of a City department or an internally-identified system
problem; (2) preventative maintenance, routine maintenance
checks scheduled periodically with the intent of maximizing the
life expectancy of the building component; (3) City
department-requested and funded improvements; (4) Mayor,
City Council, and/or Redevelopment Agency, and a variety of
special interest groups requested special event support;
(5) graffiti abatement; and (6) technical services to the City’s
non-enterprise fund facilities at over 200 sites totaling 1.64
million square feet.

Organizational
Structure

The Division consists of the following three work sections:
(1) Building Management, which provides preventative and
corrective maintenance to the City’s non-enterprise facilities;
(2) Contracts and System Services, which is primarily
responsible for assisting and managing improvement projects;
and (3) Maintenance Support Services which is responsible for
Indoor Air Quality and Energy Management. During 2001-02
the Division had 100 employees which includes one position
funded by Parks, Recreation, and Neighborhood Services and
one temporary position. Exhibit 1 is the Division’s
organizational chart.
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Exhibit 1

Facilities Management Organizational Chart
Deputy Director
(1 FTE)

Maintenance
Worker
(1 FTE)

Building Trades
Services
(16 FTE)

Electrical
Services
(16 FTE)

Building
Management
(86.25 FTE)

HVAC/Plumbing
Services
(14 FTE)

Contract &
System Services
(6 FTE)

Analyst
(1 FTE)

Building Technical
Services
(5 FTE)**

Assistant
(.75 FTE)

Maintenance
Support Services
( 4 FTE)*

Building Services
(34.25 FTE)

*One position is a temporary position.
**One position is funded by the Department of Parks, Recreation, and Neighborhood Services.

Building
Management

As shown above, Building Management is divided into the
following five service areas: (1) Building Services; (2) Building
Trade Services; (3) Electrical Services; (4) HVAC and
Plumbing Services; and (5) Building Technical Services. The
five service areas of the Building Management section provide
the following services to the City’s non-enterprise fund
facilities:
• Routine in-house custodial services in five City
facilities;
• Overseeing the City-wide custodial contract which
provides cleaning services to the remaining nonenterprise City facilities;
• Carpentry, painting, and electrical work and graffiti
abatement;
• HVAC and plumbing support;
• Special events support, including setting-up for
community events; and
• Operating the Facilities Management Software (FM1)
system used to record and generate maintenance work
orders.
The Division is currently in the process of moving to a new
computerized maintenance management software, called
Datastream (D7i). D7i will be used to maintain inventory,
house and record all preventative tasks and schedules, and
automatically produce work orders to complete and track work
requests from facility users to repair, replace, or modify
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buildings. D7i will also be used to deploy staff and track costs.
According to Division officials, the new system generates more
accurate data and will also aid the GSD in reporting and
planning for current and future maintenance needs by
compiling cost data and making cost projections. Facilities
Management staff launched D7i in April 2003.
Contracts and
System Services
(CSS)

The primary responsibility of CSS is to oversee and assist with
a large number of improvement projects. Generally, these
types of projects derive funding from sources outside the
Division’s operating budget and are undertaken at the behest of
City departments. In coordination with departments, in-house
staff or outside contractors identify, design, and complete the
work. For contracted-out projects, CSS staff conducts periodic,
routine inspections to ensure that the projects are completed in
a timely and accurate manner.

Maintenance
Support Services
(MSS)

MSS manages six programs, (1) Energy Management;
(2) Central Service Yard (CSY) Management; (3) Indoor Air
Quality; (4) Non-Profit Facility Maintenance; (5) Hazardous
Materials Management; and (6) Storm Water Pollution
Prevention. MSS is responsible for:
• Acting as the City’s Liaison for PG&E issues by
resolving any Citywide utility-related issues;
• Identifying and promoting ways to maximize efficiency
and recommend feasible energy conservation
improvements to implement; and
• Coordinating the disposal of hazardous waste material
and ensuring compliance with all laws and regulations
regarding such disposal.

Budget

In 2001-02, the Division’s operating budget was about $21
million, which included $6.3 million in personal services and
$14.8 million in non-personal services. In 2001-02, a
component of the Division’s $14.8 million non-personal budget
was allocated for rental expenses in the amount of $8.5 million
for the City’s leased facilities. However, at the beginning of
2002-03, the GSD shifted funding for leased facilities from the
Division to the Strategic Support Division. As a result, the
GSD reduced the Division’s proposed budget for 2002-03 to
about $12.8 million, which included $6.9 million in personal
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services and $5.9 million in non-personal services. Exhibit 2
below is a summary of the Division’s overall budget from
1996-97 through 2002-03.
Exhibit 2

Facilities Management Budget From 1996-97 To
2002-03
Facilities Management Budget
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Auditor analysis of Facilities Management Budget.

Audit Objective,
Scope, And
Methodology

Our audit objective was to identify the operational threats
facing the Facilities Management Division and the controls the
Division has in place to prevent, eliminate, or minimize these
threats. Specifically, we conducted a Risk Assessment and
Vulnerability Assessment of the Division’s operational threats
and corresponding controls. Based on our Risk and
Vulnerability Assessments, we identified several threats for
which the Division had no corresponding controls in place.
In developing our Risk Matrix, we reviewed the potential
threats associated with the following three Facilities
Management work sections: 1) Building Management;
2) Contracts and System Services; and 3) Maintenance Support
Services. The Risk Matrix in Appendix B shows the
relationship of the specific threats we identified to the controls
the Division has in place to prevent, eliminate, or mitigate the
associated threats. The controls marked “A” are Actual
controls that the Division indicated it had in place, while the
controls marked “P” are Potential controls, that we identified
based on our preliminary work.
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We also conducted an overall Vulnerability Assessment for the
Division. A Vulnerability Assessment shows the relationships
among (1) a threat’s inherent risk, (2) the relative strength of
the Division’s internal controls, and (3) the Division’s level of
vulnerability for each threat and the extent of audit testing
required.
Major
Accomplishments
Related To This
Program

In Appendix E, the Director of General Services informs us of
the Facilities Management Division’s accomplishments.
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Finding I

Facilities Management Needs To
Formalize And Implement AgreedUpon Improvements To Its Internal
Control System
The purpose of the Facilities Management Division (Division)
of the General Services Department (GSD) is to provide safe,
efficient, comfortable, attractive, and functional buildings and
facilities. We found that the Division lacked adequate and
documented internal controls to mitigate nine of the threats we
identified during our Risk Assessment process. Based upon our
Risk and Vulnerability Assessments, the Division agreed to
develop formal procedures to improve its internal controls in all
three work sections.
In our opinion, the Division should continuously update its
internal controls as new issues arise and formalize all its
internal control procedures in a procedure manual for staff
advisement and training purposes. Furthermore, the Division
should institute management oversight to ensure compliance
with the new procedures.

The Division Lacks
Adequate And
Documented
Procedures And
Controls In All
Three Work
Sections

During the course of our audit we identified 53 threats or
exposures associated with the Division’s three work sections.
Of these 53 threats or exposures we found that the Division had
no controls in place for nine of them (17 percent), and only
weak controls in place for 19 threats (36 percent).
We identified the Division’s lack of adequate and documented
internal control procedures through our Risk Assessment
process. The complete risk assessment we conducted to
identify the Division’s threats and controls can be found at
Appendix B. The rationale for conducting a risk assessment is
that auditors can limit testing and focus on those areas most
vulnerable to noncompliance and abuse. We assigned an “A”
to those Division controls that we perceived to be actual and
existing. We assigned a “P” to those controls that we perceived
to be either not formalized potential controls. Those specific
threats without an “A” or “P” indicate a complete absence or
lack of any control procedure to prevent, eliminate, or mitigate
the associated threat.
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As illustrated by our Risk Matrix at Appendix B, we identified
53 threats or exposures associated with the Division’s
operations. We found that of the 53 threats or exposures we
identified, the Division had no controls, actual or potential, for
nine of the 53 threats (17 percent).
In addition to the Risk Assessment, we also conducted a
Vulnerability Assessment (Appendix C). As the Vulnerability
Assessment illustrates, we found that the Division had only
weak controls in place for 19 threats (36 percent). In our
opinion, these weak controls were either inadequate,
incomplete, and/or undocumented. Furthermore, we assessed
the Division’s Vulnerability rating, as “moderate to high” or
“high” for 55 percent of the threats we identified. Based upon
our Risk and Vulnerability Assessments, the Division agreed to
develop formal procedures to improve its internal controls in its
five service areas.
Based Upon The
City Auditor’s Risk
And Vulnerability
Assessments, The
Division Agreed To
Develop Formal
Procedures To
Improve Its
Internal Controls
In All Three Work
Sections

The purpose of the City Auditor’s Risk Assessment process is
to identify the threats facing the program or operation under
audit and to identify the controls or procedures the City has in
place to prevent, eliminate, or minimize the associated threats
related to 1) compliance with laws, rules, regulations,
procedures, and policy; 2) economy; 3) efficiency; and
4) effectiveness. Our Risk Assessment of the Division revealed
that it had inadequate and/or undocumented procedures in all
three of its work sections. After we shared our Risk and
Vulnerability Assessments with the Division, it agreed to
develop formal procedures to improve its internal controls in
each of its three work sections. Specifically, the City Auditor’s
Office advised the Division to address the following threats:
• The Division’s inefficient organizational structure;
• Unnecessary use of the maintenance contract services
for City-owned buildings as well as City-leased and
non-profit facilities;
• Inconsistent identification of the project scope for
improvement projects;
• Unnecessary or inefficient use of out-sourcing for
improvement projects;
• Inadequate documentation of procedures to establish
minor public works projects with estimated times for
completing each phase;
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• Inconsistent project inspections and inefficient project
scheduling among project managers;
• Inadequate documentation and procedures for consistent
and timely approval of projects; and
• Inefficient procedures for handling indoor air quality
complaints and issues.
We advised the Division that standard internal control practices
require that procedures should be written, as simple as possible,
and not overlap, conflict, or duplicate other procedures. With
these principles in mind, the Division developed formal written
procedures. Some of the Division’s new written procedures
have already enhanced the Division’s overall operations and
produced some cost efficiencies. Specifically, the Division has:
• Reorganized and consolidated staff into work sections
by consolidating the MSS section into the Contracts and
System Services section. This reorganization and
consolidation helped the Division reduce staff by 4
positions from 100 to 96. As a result the Division will
save about $226,000 in 2003-04 of which $102,000 is a
direct result of the Division’s new written procedures.
• Developed procedures to enhance the efficiency of its
maintenance support efforts by determining if custodial
maintenance can be handled in-house rather than
contracted out. These procedures will also ensure that
an appropriate level of contract oversight is adhered to
when custodial maintenance services are contracted out;
• Developed procedures to require project managers to
perform a cost benefit analysis prior to beginning work
on an improvement project. The new procedures also
require project managers to inform the City department
of the estimated cost of performing the work both inhouse and through out-sourcing;
• Developed procedures to document and assist with
project tracking from start to completion. The Division
also developed formal, documented inspection forms to
aid project managers in consistently inspecting work to
ensure compliance with the project scope and recording
of project time cycles and costs; and
• Developed procedures to address indoor air quality
complaints and issues in a timely and efficient manner.
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In our opinion, the Division’s newly-developed procedures and
processes (Appendix D) should enhance and improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the Division. In addition, the
procedures will provide the necessary level of documentation
and will help inform staff what is expected of them. Finally,
these new procedures will provide added assurance that the
Division keeps City departments informed and included in the
decision-making process.
The Division developed these new procedures to address the
control weaknesses the City Auditor identified during its Risk
and Vulnerability Assessment processes1. However, the
Division needs to continue to develop controls and procedures
to address additional operational threats as they arise. In our
opinion, the Division should incorporate its new procedures
into a procedures manual. In addition, the Division should use
this procedures manual to advise and train current and new
staff. Finally, the Division should institute management
oversight to ensure compliance with the new procedures.
We recommend that the Facilities Management Division of the
General Services Department:
Recommendation #1:
• Develop a procedures manual to formally document
the developed procedures in Appendix D.
• Continuously develop controls and procedures to
address additional operational threats as they arise.
• Use the procedures manual to advise and train
current and new staff.
• Institute management oversight to ensure
compliance with the new procedures. (Priority 3)

1

The City Auditor’s Office worked jointly with the Division to provide recommendations and suggestions on
its procedures and developed controls. The City Auditor has not audited these procedures but will review
them for implementation during the City Auditor’s semi-annual recommendation follow-up process.
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CONCLUSION

During the course of our audit we found that the Division did
not have adequate processes, procedures or controls in place for
any of its three work sections. We identified the Division’s
lack of adequate and documented internal control procedures
through our Risk Assessment process. The Division agreed to
develop formal procedures to improve its internal controls in
each of its five service areas. In our opinion, the Division
should 1) develop a procedures manual to formally document
the developed procedures; 2) continuously develop controls and
procedures to address additional operational threats as they
arise; 3) use the procedures manual to advise and train current
and new staff; and 4) institute management oversight to ensure
compliance with the new procedures.

RECOMMENDATION
We recommend that the Facilities Management Division of the
General Services Department:
Recommendation #1

• Develop a procedures manual to formally document
the developed procedures in Appendix D.
• Continuously develop controls and procedures to
address additional operational threats as they arise.
• Use the procedures manual to advise and train
current and new staff.
• Institute management oversight to ensure
compliance with the new procedures. (Priority 3)
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CITYOF

~

SANJOSE

AUG 1 5 2003

Memorandum

(!TY AUDlTOR

CAPITAL OF SIUCON VALLEY

TO: Gerald Silva
City Auditor
SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO AUDIT
RECOMMENDATIONS
Approved ~
_ _ _ _~

FROM: Jose Obregon

DATE: August 11, 2003

Date
g-II-P1

The General Services Department has reviewed the final draft of the Facilities Management
Division audit. We are in agreement with the recommendations within the report and have
begun implementing it as noted below. We. are pleased that the report identifies areas of
improvement that will enhance the ability of Facilities Management to establish, document, and
implement stronger operational controls.
Recommendation # 1
•

Develop a procedures manual to formally document the developed procedures in
Appendix D.

•

Continuously develop controls and procedures to address additional operational
threats as they arise.

•

Use the procedures manual to advise and train current and new staff.

•

Institute management oversight to ensure compliance with the new procedures.
(Priority 3)

In support ofthis recommendation, Facilities Management:
--Is in the process of formalizing a procedures manual which will incorporate the
developed procedures;
--Will continuously develop and update its controls and procedures to address additional
operational threats as they arise through staff and client department feedback;
--Will use the procedures manual to advise and train current and new staff;
--Will require new staff to be trained on the new controls within thirty days of start of
employment; and
13

Gerald Silva, City Auditor
RESPONSE TO AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
August 11, 2003
Page 2

--Will institute a formal management oversight to ensure compliance with the new
procedures. This will be done by management evaluating a random sample of work
orders on an annual basis. lfthe Division Manager deems that the controls are not
being adequately implemented, the Division will provide further training.
The General Services Department wants to express its appreciation toward the City Auditor's
staff for their time and effort spent working with us collaboratively to achieve a successful result.

//} e.>:
"""'~~~

~

OSEOBREGON
Director, General Services Department

c

Del Borgsdorf
Kay Winer
. Randal Turner
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS OF PRIORITY 1, 2, AND 3
AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS
The City of San Jose's City Administration Manual (CAM) defines the classification
scheme applicable to audit recommendations and the appropriate corrective actions as
follows:

Priority
Class1

Description

Implementation
Category

Implementation
Action3

1

Fraud or serious violations are
being committed, significant fiscal
or equivalent non-fiscal losses are
occurring.2

Priority

Immediate

2

A potential for incurring
significant fiscal or equivalent
fiscal or equivalent non-fiscal
losses exists.2

Priority

Within 60 days

3

Operation or administrative
process will be improved.

General

60 days to one year

___________________________
1 The City Auditor is responsible for assigning audit recommendation priority class numbers. A
recommendation which clearly fits the description for more than one priority class shall be assigned the
higher number. (CAM 196.4)
2 For an audit recommendation to be considered related to a significant fiscal loss, it will usually be
necessary for an actual loss of $25,000 or more to be involved or for a potential loss (including
unrealized revenue increases) of $50,000 to be involved. Equivalent non-fiscal losses would include,
but not be limited to, omission or commission of acts by or on behalf of the City which would be likely
to expose the City to adverse criticism in the eyes of its citizens.
(CAM 196.4)
3 The implementation time frame indicated for each priority class is intended as a guideline for
establishing implementation target dates. While prioritizing recommendations is the responsibility of
the City Auditor, determining implementation dates is the responsibility of the City Administration.
(CAM 196.4)

A-1

T-1

T-3
T-2

T-4

T-6

T-10
T-9

T-11

T-12

T-13

T-14

T-15

T-16

T-17

T-18

T-19

T-24

T-27

T-28

T-29
Contractor oversight is
inadequate or inconsistent
among inspectors
Improvement projects are
scheduled inefficiently
Workload is insufficient (All
Sections)
No completion of a cost-benefit
analysis to determine if projects
should be delayed until in-house
staff is available to complete
them

T-7
Program does not coordinate
activities within the Division
service areas and/or duplicates
other City or service providers
efforts

T-8
Projects are not completed in a
timely and cost effective manner

Staff is not optimized
No centralized or coordinated
tracking of projects
Management reports are not
existent or inadequate
Outsourcing decisions are not
cost-beneficial

In-House improvement projects
exceed budget estimates
Work that can be performed inhouse is outsourced

T-22
ACME contract includes facilities
that should not be cleaned

T-23
Staff moonlights during regular
or overtime hours

T-25
Division has no assurance that
FM1 data transferred to CMMS
database is accurate and valid

T-26
Inappropriate labor hours,
supplies, materials, etc., are
charged to departments is
appropriate

HVAC & PLUMBING
Required inspection frequency is
not met
Staff make inadequate or poor
repairs resulting in multiple site
visits

INVESTING IN RESULTS
Performance measures are not
appropriate and/or accurately
reported
A

Program does not coordinate
activities within Division service
areas and/or duplicates other
City or service providers efforts.

Low priority projects are given
preference for completion
Health and Safety projects are
not completed immediately
Work efforts are not coordinated
(includes all sections and special
projects)

Unnecessary staff and resources
are used to complete projects

Outsourced contracts are costly

A

BUILDING SERVICES/ACME/CONTRACT
Division staff provide service to
T-20
leased facilities
Contract overpayments are
T-21
made to ACME

TECHNICAL SERVICES
FM1 database entries are not
accurate

A

C-7
C-8
C-9

A

A

A
A

A
A

Conduct monthly client meetings to evaluate
project priority and progress
Procedures manual (Technical Services) defines
"Health and Safety" projects

C-10 C-11 C-12

A

A

C-30
C-31
C-32
C-33
C-34
C-35
C-36
C-37
C-38
C-39
C-40

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Organizational structure of the
T-5
division is inefficient and
ineffective

A

A

A
A

A

A
A

CONTRACT & SYSTEM SERVICES

A

CONTRACTING

B-1

Strategic support staff checks all invoices to
ensure compliance with the City's competitive
bidding procedures
The Purchasing Division requires competitive
bids for all projects over $5,000
Staff is required to fill out an authorization form
prior to special event
Division tracks number of hours staff allocates to
special events through work order responsibility
codes
Division Managers are required to review the
organizational chart, workorder reports and meet
with supervisors to ensure that the workload and
organizational structure are effective and
efficient

C-42

A
A

A

A

A

A
P

P

A

P

A

P

A
A

A
P

P

A
P

P

P

P

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

A

A

A
P

P

A
P

P

P
P

C-47

P

C-48

THREAT #
GENERAL THREATS

P

Division procedures require formal
documentation on initial site visits and project
scope when a indoor air quality complaint is
received

C-46
Division procedures require formal approval and
documentation of projects

C-45
Project managers are required to document the
date of inspection, status or project stage,
contractor compliance, scope of work, any
unanticipated events and cause of delay or
project changes during each inspection

Division procedures require that improvement
contracts are established in a consistent and
timely manner

C-44
Division supervisors are required to use
geographic deployment when applicable

C-43
Project Managers are required to do a costbenefit analysis to determine if projects over
$20,000 should be completed in-house or outsourced

Division procedures require formal tracking and
documentation of project scope

C-41
Division managers/supervisors are required to
determine and establish service levels for leased
facilities

C-29
Division procedures require review for
determining and establishing service levels for
new non-profit facilities

C-28
Project Manager is responsible for verifying
charges recorded on work orders are accurate
and reasonable

Performance measures are reported on a
quarterly basis and validated by QUEST and GS
customers

C-27

Labor agreement dictates use.

Performance is measured through documented
criteria and process that breaks each condition
down.

C-26
Supervisors track hours reported on work orders
after project completion

Supervisors monitor completed work orders and
follow-up if they notice multiple site visits

C-25
Supervisors are supposed to approve all
overtime hours.

Meeting inspection frequencies is one of the
Division's performance measures. It is tracked
by coding work orders through the FM1 database

C-24
Staff is required to accompany ESD source
control inspectors follow through with any noncompliance

Supervisors/Project Managers are required to
approve all invoices for purchases

C-23
Legislation dictates number and manner of
inspections

Monthly client meeting determine if duplicate
workorders have been generated

C-22
Success of energy conservation effort is reported
quarterly to the Mayor's Office

C-21
The Division assigns a staff person as the central
point of contact who initiates consultant services.
That staff member is supposed to share any
information with the consultant

C-20
Consultant determine cause of poor air quality

C-19
The assessment program has established written
criteria and the supervisor verifies the accuracy

C-18
Larger projects require written schedules

C-17
Small projects have established cycle times and
the supervisor ensures compliance

C-16
Project Manager maintains the project files

C-15
Weekly staff meetings and coordination among
supervisors ensures that there is no duplication
of efforts

C-14

FM1 user manual

C-13
FM1 database went through validation process
prior to creating CMMS database

Building Manager approves pay letter and
Accounts Payable initiates payment action

Division does reports for clients on a monthly,
quarterly basis through the database

All projects are tracked in FM1 Database

Supervisors track routine maintenance projects

C-6

Projects are competitively bid

C-5
Division track and reports cycle time of projects
on a quarterly basis

C-4
Project Manager coordinates and monitors interdivisionally and inter-departmentally

Completed based on client needs and timelines

C-3

Supervisors prioritize work

C-2
Cost-Benefit Analysis done by staff only if
requested by client departments

C-1

Project Manager determines the level of
oversight based on complexity of project

APPENDIX B
Risk Matrix (Facilities Management)
C-49

T-30

T-31

T-32

T-33

T-34

T-35

T-39

T-47

T-51

T-52

T-53
Number and manner of
inspections is inconsistent from
one inspector to another
Site visits are not geographically
assigned creating unnecessary
travel
Inspection reports and results
are not consistently recorded
Duplication of efforts among
Building Management and
Contracting & System Services
sections.
Contractors fail to complete
projects in a timely manner

T-45
Projects completed on overtime
can be done on regular time

T-46
Unnecessary use of stand-by

NON-PERSONAL SERVICES, SUPPLIES &
Staff does not track cost of
T-48
materials and supplies to
determine if appropriate
Employees purchase
T-49
inappropriate of supplies and
materials
Division does not adhere to
T-50
city's competitive bidding
process

Division does not adhere to
city's competitive bidding
process

C-7
C-8
C-9

CHARGES
Charges to departments are
inflated, inaccurate,
unreasonable or inappropriate

Conduct monthly client meetings to evaluate
project priority and progress
Procedures manual (Technical Services) defines
"Health and Safety" projects

C-10 C-11 C-12

BUILDING ASSESSMENT
Citywide building assessment
program is not inclusive of all
buildings

INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAC)
Initial site visit by staff is
unnecessary
Contracted IAC services can be
T-37
performed in-house
Inadequate tracking to ensure
that poor air quality was not the
T-38
result of poor HVAC
maintenance.

C-30
C-31
C-32
C-33
C-34
C-35
C-36
C-37
C-38
C-39
C-40

A

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Consultant services are
T-40
unnecessary and duplicative of
staff efforts
Energy conservation program is
T-41
inefficient and ineffective

NON-PROFIT FACILITIES MAINTENANCE
Consultant Services are
T-42
unnecessary and can be
performed in-house

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & STORM
Inspections are inadequate to
T-43
ensure compliance with
legislation
Duplication of efforts with source
T-44
control, urban runoff program
(ESD)

A

A

A

OPEN PURCHASE ORDERS
A
A

A
A

Staff spend an inordinate or
unnecessary amount of time on
special projects
Special projects are unfunded

B-2
A

UNFUNDED SPECIAL
PROJECTS

A
A

Strategic support staff checks all invoices to
ensure compliance with the City's competitive
bidding procedures
The Purchasing Division requires competitive
bids for all projects over $5,000
Staff is required to fill out an authorization form
prior to special event
Division tracks number of hours staff allocates to
special events through work order responsibility
codes
Division Managers are required to review the
organizational chart, workorder reports and meet
with supervisors to ensure that the workload and
organizational structure are effective and
efficient

C-42

A

A

A
P

P

P

C-47

P

P

C-48

T-36

A

CSY MANAGEMENT

Staffing level for CSY
management is unnecessary

A
A

P

A

A

OVERTIME

BUDGET

A
A

A

P

Division procedures require formal
documentation on initial site visits and project
scope when a indoor air quality complaint is
received

C-46
Division procedures require formal approval and
documentation of projects

C-45
Project managers are required to document the
date of inspection, status or project stage,
contractor compliance, scope of work, any
unanticipated events and cause of delay or
project changes during each inspection

Division procedures require that improvement
contracts are established in a consistent and
timely manner

C-44
Division supervisors are required to use
geographic deployment when applicable

C-43
Project Managers are required to do a costbenefit analysis to determine if projects over
$20,000 should be completed in-house or outsourced

Division procedures require formal tracking and
documentation of project scope

C-41
Division managers/supervisors are required to
determine and establish service levels for leased
facilities

C-29
Division procedures require review for
determining and establishing service levels for
new non-profit facilities

C-28
Project Manager is responsible for verifying
charges recorded on work orders are accurate
and reasonable

Performance measures are reported on a
quarterly basis and validated by QUEST and GS
customers

C-27

Labor agreement dictates use.

Performance is measured through documented
criteria and process that breaks each condition
down.

C-26
Supervisors track hours reported on work orders
after project completion

Supervisors monitor completed work orders and
follow-up if they notice multiple site visits

C-25
Supervisors are supposed to approve all
overtime hours.

Meeting inspection frequencies is one of the
Division's performance measures. It is tracked
by coding work orders through the FM1 database

C-24
Staff is required to accompany ESD source
control inspectors follow through with any noncompliance

Supervisors/Project Managers are required to
approve all invoices for purchases

C-23
Legislation dictates number and manner of
inspections

Monthly client meeting determine if duplicate
workorders have been generated

C-22
Success of energy conservation effort is reported
quarterly to the Mayor's Office

C-21
The Division assigns a staff person as the central
point of contact who initiates consultant services.
That staff member is supposed to share any
information with the consultant

C-20
Consultant determine cause of poor air quality

C-19
The assessment program has established written
criteria and the supervisor verifies the accuracy

C-18
Larger projects require written schedules

C-17
Small projects have established cycle times and
the supervisor ensures compliance

C-16
Project Manager maintains the project files

C-15
Weekly staff meetings and coordination among
supervisors ensures that there is no duplication
of efforts

C-14

FM1 user manual

C-13
FM1 database went through validation process
prior to creating CMMS database

Building Manager approves pay letter and
Accounts Payable initiates payment action

Division does reports for clients on a monthly,
quarterly basis through the database

All projects are tracked in FM1 Database

Supervisors track routine maintenance projects

C-6

Projects are competitively bid

C-5
Division track and reports cycle time of projects
on a quarterly basis

C-4
Project Manager coordinates and monitors interdivisionally and inter-departmentally

Completed based on client needs and timelines

C-3

Supervisors prioritize work

C-2
Cost-Benefit Analysis done by staff only if
requested by client departments

C-1

Project Manager determines the level of
oversight based on complexity of project

APPENDIX B
Risk Matrix (Facilities Management)
C-49

P

P
P

P

A

A

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SERVICES

P
P

APPENDIX C
THREATS, CONTROLS, AND VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT

Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

GENERAL THREATS
T-1

Contractor oversight is inadequate or inconsistent among inspectors
C-1

T-2
C-2
T-3
C-3
T-4
C-4

Moderate

Project Manager determines the level of oversight based on complexity of project
Improvement projects are scheduled inefficiently
Completed based on client needs and timelines
Workload is insufficient (All Sections)
Supervisors prioritize work
No completion of a cost-benefit analysis to determine if projects should be
delayed until in-house staff is available to complete them
Cost-Benefit Analysis done by staff only if requested by client departments

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak

High

Moderate
Moderate

High

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
Organizational structure of the division is inefficient and ineffective

T-5
T-6
C-5

High

Program does not coordinate activities within Division service areas and/or
Moderate
duplicates other City or service providers efforts.
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally

C-1

High

Weak

Moderate to High

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
T-7
C-5
T-8
C-6
C-7
T-9
C-8
T-10
C-9
T-11

Program does not coordinate activities within the Division services areas
and/or duplicates other City or service providers efforts.
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Projects are not completed in a timely and cost effective manner
Projects are competitively bid
Division track and reports cycle time of projects on a quarterly basis
Low priority projects are given preference for completion
Conduct monthly client meetings to evaluate project priority and progress
Health and Safety projects are not completed immediately

T-12
C-5
T-13
C-5
C-10
T-14
C-11
T-15
C-12
T-16
C-2
T-17
C-6

Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Unnecessary staff and resources are used to complete projects
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Staff is not optimized
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Supervisors track routine maintenance projects
No centralized or coordinated tracking of projects
All projects are tracked in FM1 Database
Management reports are not existent or inadequate
Division does reports for clients on a monthly, quarterly basis through the
database
Outsourcing decisions are not cost-beneficial
Completed based on client needs and timelines
Outsourced contracts are costly
Projects are competitively bid

C-2

Strong

Low to Moderate

Strong
Adequate

Low to Moderate
Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak
Weak

Low to Moderate
Low to Moderate

Weak

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate

Weak

Moderate to High

Strong

Low to Moderate

High

Moderate
High

Procedures manual (Technical Services) defines "Health and Safety" projects
Work efforts are not coordinated (includes all sections and special projects)

C-5

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
High

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control
T-18
C-5
C-8
T-19
C-2
C-3
C-5
C-8

In-House improvement projects exceed budget estimates
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Conduct monthly client meetings to evaluate project priority and progress
Work that can be performed in-house is outsourced
Completed based on client needs and timelines
Supervisors prioritize work
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally
Conduct monthly client meetings to evaluate project priority and progress

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

High
Weak
Adequate

High
Moderate to High

Weak
Weak

High
High

Weak
Weak

High
High

High

BUILDING SERVICES/ACME/CONTRACT OVERSIGHT
T-20
T-21
C-13
T-22
T-23
C-5

Division staff provide service to leased and rental facilities
Contract overpayments are made to ACME
Building Manager approves pay letter and Accounts Payable initiates payment
action
ACME contract includes facilities that should not be cleaned
Staff moonlights during regular or overtime hours
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally

High
High

High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate to High

High
Moderate

TECHNICAL SERVICES
T-24
C-14
T-25

FM1 database entries are not accurate
FM1 user manual
Division has no assurance that FM1 data transferred to CMMS database is
accurate and valid

C-15

FM1 database went through validation process prior to creating CMMS database

C-16

Monthly client meeting determine if duplicate workorders have been generated

C-3

High

High

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control
T-26
C-5
C-17

Inappropriate labor hours, supplies, materials, etc., are charged to
departments is appropriate
Project Manager coordinates and monitors inter-divisionally and interdepartmentally

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

High

Supervisors/Project Managers are required to approve all invoices for purchases

Weak

High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate

Weak

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

Weak

Moderate to High

HVAC & PLUMBING
T-27
C-18
T-28
C-19

Moderate
Required inspection frequency is not met
Meeting inspection frequencies is one of the Division's performance measures. It
is tracked by coding work orders through the FM1 database
Moderate
Staff make inadequate or poor repairs resulting in multiple site visits
Supervisors monitor completed work orders and follow-up if they notice multiple
site visits
CONTRACT & SYSTEM SERVICES
INVESTING IN RESULTS

T-29

Performance measures are not appropriate and/or accurately reported
C-20
C-21

Moderate

Performance is measured through docuemented criteria and process that breaks
each condition down.
Performance measures are reported on a quarterly basis and validated by
QUEST and GS customers
CONTRACTING
Number and manner of inspections is inconsistent from one inspector to
another

T-30
C-1

Project Manager determines the level of oversight based on complexity of project

C-4

Moderate

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control
T-31

Site visits are not geographically assigned creating unnecessary travel

T-32

Inspection reports and results are not consistently recorded
Project Manager maintains the project files
Duplication of efforts among Building Management and Contracting &
System Services sections.
Weekly staff meetings and coordination among supervisors ensures that there is
no duplication of efforts
Contractors fail to complete projects in a timely manner
Small projects have established cycle times and the supervisor ensures
compliance
Larger projects require written schedules

C-22
T-33
C-23
T-34
C-24
C-25

Internal
Control
Rating

Moderate
Moderate

Vulnerability
Assessment
Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Weak

Moderate to High

Adequate
Adequate

Low
Low

Strong

Low

Moderate

Low

BUILDING ASSESSMENT
T-35
C-26

Citywide building assessment program is not inclusive of all buildings
The assesment program has established written criteria and the supervisor
verifies the accuracy

Moderate

MAINTENANCE SUPPORT SERVICES
INDOOR AIR QUALITY (IAC)
T-36
T-37
T-38
C-27

Initial site visit by staff is unnecessary
Contracted IAC services can be performed inhouse
Inadequate tracking to ensure that poor air quality was not the result of
poor HVAC maintenance.
Consultant determines cause of poor air quality

Low
Low

Low
Low

Low
Strong

Very Low

CSY MANAGEMENT
T-39

Staffing level for CSY management is unnecessary

C-5

Moderate

Moderate to High

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

ENERGY MANAGEMENT
T-40
C-28
T-41
C-29

Consultant services are unnecessary and duplicative of staff efforts
The Division assigns a staff person as the central point of contact who initiates
consultant services. That staff member is supposed to share any information
with the consultant
Energy conservation program is inefficient and ineffective

Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

Moderate

Success of energy conservation effort is reported quarterly to the Mayor's Office
NON-PROFIT FACILITIES MAINTENANCE
Consultant Services are unnecessary and can be performed inhouse

T-42

Moderate

Low

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION
T-43
C-30
T-44
C-31

Moderate
Inspections are inadequate to ensure compliance with legislation
Legislation dictates number and manner of inspections
Moderate
Duplication of efforts with source control, urban runoff program (ESD)
Staff is required to accompany ESD source control inspectors follow through with
any non-compliance

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate
Adequate

Moderate
Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

BUDGET
OVERTIME
T-45
C-32
C-33
T-46
C-34

Projects completed on overtime can be done on regular time
Supervisors are supposed to approve all overtime hours.
Supervisors track hours reported on work orders after project completion
Unnecessary use of stand-by
Labor agreement dictates use.

C-6

Moderate

Moderate

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

CHARGES
Charges to departments are inflated, inaccurate, unreasonable or
inappropriate

T-47
C-17

High

Supervisors/Project Managers are required to approve all invoices for purchases

Adequate

Moderate to High

Weak

High

Adequate

Moderate to High

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate
Adequate

Moderate
Moderate

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate
Adequate

Moderate
Moderate

NON-PERSONAL SERVICES, SUPPLIES & MATERIALS
T-48
C-35
T-49
C-35
T-50
C-6
C-36
C-37

Staff does not track cost of materials and supplies to determine if
appropriate
Project Manager is reponsible for verifying charges recorded on work orders are
accurate and resonable
Employees purchase inappropriate of supplies and materials
Project Manager is reponsible for verifying charges recorded on work orders are
accurate and resonable
Division does not adhere to city's competitive bidding process
Projects are competitively bid
Strategic support staff checks all invoices to ensure compliance with the City's
competitive bidding procedures
The Purchasing Division requires competitive bids for all projects over $5,000

High

High

Moderate

OPEN PURCHASE ORDERS
T-51
C-6
C-36
C-37

Division does not adhere to city's competitive bidding process
Projects are competitively bid
Strategic support staff checks all invoices to ensure compliance with the City's
competitive bidding procedures
The Purchasing Division requires competitive bids for all projects over $5,000

C-7

Moderate

APPENDIX C
Threat's
Inherent
Risk

Threat/Control

Internal
Control
Rating

Vulnerability
Assessment

UNFUNDED SPECIAL PROJECTS
T-52
C-38
C-39
T-53

Staff spend an inordinate or unnecessary amount of time on special
projects
Staff is required to fill out an authorization form prior to special event
Division tracks number of hours staff allocates to special events through work
order responsibility codes
Special projects are unfunded

C-8

Moderate

High

Adequate

Moderate

Adequate

Moderate
High
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Overview
The Facilities Management Division has created the procedure manual to be used for
daily operations as well as in training new employees. This manual is considered a living
document and as such will change periodically. It is intended that this document will aid
in creating a consistent workflow for the Division. Division employees are encouraged to
refer to it frequently in order to insure the application of the procedures. It should also be
understood that these are standard procedures. Occasionally, a situation may arise that
warrants proceeding outside of these guidelines. Additionally, these procedures are not
all encompassing, but rather reflect areas where a benefit can be achieved through their
implementation.
This manual was initially created as the result of an Audit of the Division in early 2003.
Any reference to threats or risk is directly related to this audit.

Revised 8/5/2003
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Division Organization
GOAL 1: To insure that the Division is effectively structured and to verify that all
sections maintain a sufficient workload.
On a bi-annual basis, the division manager will review the organizational chart, workorder reports, and meet with supervisors to insure that the workload and organizational
structure are effective and efficient. The division manager will look for opportunities for
improvement in the following areas:
o Change in organizational structure (org chart) to optimize operations with the
intention of maintaining equal distribution of work.
o Change in assignment responsibilities to insure adequate and equitable workloads.
o Review of operational level measures to gauge performance and identify
opportunities.
o Utilize City’s organizational initiatives (Corporate Priorities, Department’s
Strategic Plan) for alignment to Division goals.
o Examine workload profiles to normalize demand for services, emphasizing the
use of cycle time data.

Audit Identified Threats
T-3:
T-5:
T-13:
T-39:

Workload is insufficient (All Sections)
Organizational structure of the division is inefficient and ineffective
Staff is not optimized
Staffing level for CSY management is unnecessary

Revised 8/5/2003
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Organizational Charts
General Fund
Capital
Fund 523
Fund 513
Fund 541
Fund 533
Total

79.60
11.60
0.12
0.13
1.25
0.30
93.00

City of San Jose
General Services Department
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Building Management Administrator
Ken Tanase
12299 1.0 GF

Program Manager
VACANT
13269
0.15 GF / 0.60 Capital
0.12 Fund 523 / 0.13 Fund 513

CONTRACT
SERVICES

ELECTRICAL
SERVICES

HVAC
SERVICES

BUILDING TECHNICAL
SERVICES

BUILDING
SERVICES

BLDG TRADES
SERVICES

Maint Contract Supv
Matt Morley

Electrical Maint. Supv.
Ken Korpi

A/C Supervisor
Tony Granlund

Princ. Engineering Tech
Jaime Ruiz

Building Serv Supv.
Ben Belfrey

Trades Supervisor
Jim Harbin

Sr. Office Specialist
Esther Roberts
13764 1.0 GF

Deputy Director
Randal Turner

Secretary
Judy Lacy
2803 0.75 GF

Revised 8/5/2003

Office Specialist II
David Gallegos
13124 1.0 GF

Sr. Eng. Tech.
Bob Stone
3024 1.0 CAP

Analyst
Scott Kahai
5129 .5 GF/.5 CAP
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General Fund
Capital Fund
Parks GF

5
2
2
7 (9)

CITY OF SAN JOSE
GENERAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
BUILDING MANAGEMENT DIVISION

1 FTE Overstrength

CONTRACTS & SYSTEM SERVICES

Maintenance Contract Supervisor
Matt Morley
9209 1.0 GF

Sr Construction Inspector
Dan Keller
9210 1.0 Capital

Sr Construction Inspector
Ken Rensfield
2404 1.0 GF

Sr Construction Inspector
Dennis Palmer
2346 1.0 GF

Structure/Landscape
Designer I
Vacant
13996 1.0 Capital

Associate Eng Tech
Walter Lin
7179 1.0 GF

Engineering Tech
Behilma Magday
12086 1.0 GF

Assoc Construction
Inspector
Bill Fall
7804 1.0 GF

Engineering Tech
Richard Gonzalez
12087 1.0 GF

Revised 8/5/2003
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General Fund 14.0
Capital Funded 4.0
Total
18.0

CITY OF SAN JOSE
GENERAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Building Management Division
BUILDING TRADES SERVICES
TRADES SUPERVISOR
Jim Harbin
9017 1.0 GF

Painter
VACANT
2587 1.0 GF

Senior Carpenter
13742

Plumber
Kishor Prasad
2528 1.0 GF

1.0 Capital

Painter
Oscar Samaripa
2591 1.0 GF

Carpenter
Paul Murphy
3021 1.0 Capital

Carpenter
Louie Hernandez
6136 1.0 GF

Sign Painter
Roger Lobato
2592 1.0 GF

Carpenter
Vacant
2599 1.0 GF

Carpenter
Jim Monahan
6137 1.0 GF

Painter
Benito Reynaga
3022 1.0 Capital

Carpenter
Pedro Perez
2687 1.0 GF

Carpenter
Jimmy Torres
2596 1.0 GF

Painter
Paul Hernandez
13377 1.0 Capital

Carpenter
Kenneth Fiddler
2598 1.0 GF

Carpenter
Joseph Duarte
2603 1.0 GF

Revised 8/5/2003
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Plumber
James Strom
2529 1.0 GF

Maintenance Worker I
Richard Ramirez
2982 1.0 GF

APPENDIX D

General Fund 10.45
Capital Funded 3.0
Fund 541
1.25
Fund 533
0.30
Total
15.0

CITY OF SAN JOSE
GENERAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
BUILDING MAINTENANCE DIVISION
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

ELECTRICAL MAINT. SUPERVISOR
KEN KORPI
2548 1.0 GF

Revised 8/5/2003

Sr. Electrician
Paul Hamilton, Jr.
9004 1.0 Capital

Electrician
Timothy Brager
5620 0.75 GF
0.25 Fund 541

Electrician
Martin Fontes
6105 1.0 GF

Electrician
Robert Hodges
7377 1.0 GF

Electrician
Frank Crusco
13378 1.0 Capital

Electrician
Ruediger, Steinbrueck
2540 1.0 Fund 541

Electrician
James Lockett III
4551 1.0 GF

Sr Maintenance Wkr
Robert Castillo
2740 1.0 GF

Electrician
Rogelio Ascencio
13379 1.0 Capital

Electrician
Richard Sigona
2541 1.0 GF

Electrician
Felix Lujan
4631 1.0 GF

Maintenance Worker
Audie Wilkie
5530 1.0 GF

Electrician
Craig Snyder
2537 0.70 GF
0.30 Fund 533

Electrician
Milton West
6941 1.0 GF
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General Fund

12.0

City of San Jose
General Services Department
Building Management Division
HVAC SERVICES

A/C Supervisor
Anthony Granlund
9015 1.0 GF

Revised 8/5/2003

Senior A/C Mechanic
Vacant
TBD 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Lucio Romero
9042 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Mark Muser
2988 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Patrick Brooks
2989 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Ricardo Wolf
4207 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Cory Fraser
2985 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Mark Corniuk
9018 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Tsang Chen
2986 1.0 GF

A/C Mechanic
Gerard Bal
2987 1.0 GF

Maintenance Worker
Vacant
13773 1.0 GF

Maintenance Worker
Vacant
13772
1.0 GF
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General Fund
Capital
Total

City of San Jose
General Services Department

32.75
0.50
33.25

BUILDING SERVICES
BENJAMIN BELFREY
BUILDING SERVICES SUPERVISOR
4723 1.0 GF

Sr. Facility Attendant
Max Trujillo
2996 1.0 GF
Facility Attendant
Sam Grimaldo
3015 1.0 GF

Facility Attendant
Luis Machuca
3018 1.0 GF

Custodian
Felicitas Ruttenberg
7974 1.0 GF

Sr. Custodian
Fred Lovato
2995 1.0 GF

Custodial Supervisor
Susana Lopez
2992 1.0 GF
Custodian
Martha Montenegro
3020 1.0 GF

Custodian
Edmund Choy
7978 1.0 GF

Custodian
David Alday
3038 1.0 GF

Custodian
Jose Lopez
3048 1.0 GF

Custodian
Rudy Perales
3000 1.0 GF

Custodian
Celia Bojorquez
7980 1.0 GF

Custodian
Helen Macias
3029 1.0 GF

Custodian
Felton Whitten
3045 1.0 GF

Custodian
John Clara
7981 1.0 GF

Custodian
Richard Gonzales
3014 1.0 GF

Custodian
Ronnie Flores
3017 1.0 GF

Custodian
VACANT
3030 1.0 GF

Custodian
James Rodolfa
7979 1.0 GF

Custodian
Shirley Ramos
7975 1.0 GF

Custodian
Beatrice Gil
3034 1.0 GF

Custodian
Rodolfo Sepulveda
3002 1.0 GF

Custodian
Steve Maske
3049 1.0 GF

Custodian
Rebecca Mendoza
3032 1.0 GF

Custodian
Rosalinda Rivas
3043 1.0 GF

Custodian
Teresa Abrigo
3007 1.0 GF

Custodian
Hector Moreno
3046 1.0 GF

Custodian
Rosario Mendoza
2997 1.0 GF

Custodian
Mario Gutierrez
7976 1.0 GF

Custodian
Elva Granados
7977 1.0 GF

Custodian
George Hutchinson
2959 1.0 GF

Custodian P/T
VACANT
5992 0.5 CAP

TEMP. ASSIGN.
P.A.C.

Custodian P/T
Edward Ortiz
5990 0.75 GF
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Establishing Maintenance at Non-Profit Facilities
NON-PROFIT FACILITY
COMES ONLINE

Y

MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM IS
DEVELOPED

DOES GS HAVE ADEQUATE
EXPERTISE & RESOURCES TO
PERFORM WORK?

ADEQUATE RESOURCES
ARE DETERMINED
BY MEETING
NEEDED LEVEL
OF SERVICE

FACILITIES & WORK
ACTIVITIES ARE
INCORPORATED INTO
BUILDING INVENTORY

SECURE CONSULTANT
TO DEVELOP
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM

FACILITIES & WORK
ACTIVITIES ARE
INCORPORATED INTO
BUILDING INVENTORY

EXECUTE
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM

END

Revised 8/5/2003
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GOAL 1: To describe Procedures for determining service levels and establishing
service for new NON-PROFIT facilities.
When a non-profit facility is slated to come online and General Services is purported to
have some responsibility, the following procedure shall apply:
• GS staff shall review the facility, during design and construction (where practical)
in order to determine if in house expertise (capabilities and knowledge base) and
resources (personnel and equipment) are sufficient to provide the desired level of
service as well as to determine scope of responsibilities.
• Should GS have the appropriate expertise and resources:
o Staff shall coordinate a maintenance program with the site occupants
o The facility and work activities will be added into building inventory/
Work Order System
• Should GS not have the appropriate expertise and resources:
o GS shall secure a consultant to develop the maintenance program at the
required level of service.
o Where necessary, the facility will be incorporated into the building
inventory and work activities added to the Work Order System.
o The consultant shall provide the services necessary to monitor the
maintenance of the facility.
o GS staff shall oversee the agreement with the consultant, monitor reports,
and coordinate with site personnel.

Audit Identified Threats
T-42:

Consultant Services are unnecessary and can be performed in-house
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GOAL 2: To describe Procedures for determining service levels and establishing
service for LEASED FACILITIES.
When a leased facility is slated to come online and General Services is purported to have
some responsibility, the following procedure shall apply:
• GS staff shall review the facility during lease negotiation (where practical) in
order to determine if in house expertise and resources are sufficient to provide the
desired level of service as well as to determine scope of responsibilities.
• Should GS have the appropriate expertise and resources:
o Staff shall coordinate a maintenance program with the site occupants
o The facility and work activities will be added into building inventory/
Work Order System
• Should GS not have the appropriate expertise and resources:
o GS shall secure a vendor to provide the maintenance at the required level
of service.
o Where necessary, the facility will be incorporated into the building
inventory and work activities added to the Work Order System.
o The consultant shall provide the services necessary to monitor the
maintenance of the facility.
o GS staff shall oversee the agreement with the consultant, monitor reports,
and coordinate with site personnel.

Audit Identified Threats
T-20:
T-22:

Division staff provides service to leased facilities.
ACME contract includes facilities that should not be cleaned.
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Project Scope
GOAL 1: To track and document project scope.

To define the project scope adhere to the following process:
•

•

•
•
•

Confer with client department to discuss projects being requested. Determine the
following:
o Type of project being requested;
o Trades and skills needed (including type and number of employees
needed);
o Approximate number of labor hours needed for completion
o Client’s desired timeline for completion
Fill out the Scope of work form with the following information:
o Develop a scope of work for the client.
o Determine the duration of the project
o Determine the cost of the project
 If in house personnel have the ability to complete the project,
perform a cost-benefit analysis to determine if the project can be
delayed until in-house staff can complete it. (see Cost Benefit
Procedure).
o Determine the recommended number of inspections for the project.
Consult with supervisor to determine optimal inspection frequency. Upon
change of frequency, confer with supervisor. Inspections should reflect
complexity, duration, cost, and sensitivity of the project. Supervisor shall
approve inspection frequency through review of inspection reports and
review of project with project manager. (see Project Inspections
Procedure).
Obtain Clients approval of the scope of work form.
File one copy of the scope of work form in the project folder
Give client a copy of the scope of work form for their records.

Audit Identified Threats
T-1:
T-2:
T-9:
T-12:
T-30:
T-32:

Contractor oversight is inadequate or inconsistent among inspectors
Improvement projects are scheduled inefficiently.
Low priority projects are given preference for completion.
Unnecessary staff and resources are used to complete projects.
Number and manner of inspections is inconsistent from one inspector to another
Inspection reports and results are not consistently recorded
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Typical Work Request Form
(Scope of Work Form)
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In-House vs Out-Source Cost Benefit Analysis
Project request
is received

Objective:

Project
manager is
assigned

1) Reduce duplication
2) Cost-Benefit ratio for
projects
3) Increase efficiency using
geographic deployment
(from a separate flowchart
for T-3, 5, 12, 13 & 37)

Meet w/ client to
develop scope

Y

Is in-house
staff certified for
the work?

Develop
timeline for
project
completion

Y

Note:
Streamline Service Delivery
Model: Corrective
Maintenance used to
assign Project Manager for
T-3, 5, 12, 13 & 37

N

Project assigned
for our sourcing

Is the timeline
acceptable to the
client?

N

Go to control for
T-1, T-29, T-31

Complete a cost
benefit analysis
1
End

Y

Does cost
benefit warrant
completing project
in-house?

1
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1

For In-house Projects

Work orders are
created for all
trades involved

Project is
documented on a
project matrix

Y

Is project
coordination
needed?

Coordination is
discussed at staff
meetings

N

Is work order
completed?

Work order is
completed &
closed

Y

End

Work order is
closed

End
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APPENDIX D
GOAL 1: To document procedure for determining if projects over $20,000 in
estimated construction costs should be completed in-house or out-sourced.
A cost benefit analysis is required for improvement projects with a project estimate
exceeding $20,000 (including all aspects of the project) when in house staff is certified
and has the skills to complete the project and the timeline provided to the client
department for completion is unacceptable. The project analysis shall include the
possibility of completing portions of the project with in house resources.
•
•
•

Complete the cost benefit analysis form. Project manager shall include estimate
worksheet with project file.
Provide form to client department for choice of preferred method of project
completion and signature.
File form with project file.

Audit Identified Threats
T-4:

No completion of cost benefit analysis to determine if projects should be delayed until in-house staff is
available to complete them.
T-16: Outsourcing details are not cost-beneficial.
T-19: Work that can be performed in-house is outsourced.
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Cost Benefit Analysis Form
Date:
Client Dpt:
Client Contact:__________________

Project Manager:
WO #
_________
Phone #__________________________

Project
In order to insure efficient use of our resources and to better serve our customers, General
Services Facilities Management has prepared the following cost benefit analysis for this
project.
It is our intent that you will use the results below to help us determine the best means for
completing this project for you.

With in-house resources, General Services can begin this project on approximately
[date]
, with an estimated completion of [date]
. The
estimated costs (labor, materials, overhead) for this method are $
.
With out-sourcing, General Services can begin this project on approximately [date]
, with an estimated completion of [date]
. The
estimated costs for this method are $
. These costs are estimated
based on initial project scope. Actual costs may vary, depending on project and
environmental aspects at the time of bid.

With the above guidelines, General Services recommends:
In-House
Out-source

As the client, we acknowledge the above information and prefer:
In-House
Out-source

Client Signature

Revised 8/5/2003
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Assigning Improvement Projects
- Matches employee skill sets
- Balances priorities across area of responsibilities

- Secondary Consideration - If skill sets are the same
among all trades people, geographic consideration will be made

Work submitted

Y

Are special skills
required to
ensure quality?

Work order is
created &
assigned

Y

Work is prioritized based on:
1) Safety
2) Security
3) Risk of further damage to
facility
4) Customer urgency

Does work need to
be prioritized based on:
1) Safety
2) Security
3) Risk of further damage to facility
4) Customer urgency?

N

Work order is
assigned
geographically

Work order is
completed & closed

Work order is
completed &
closed

End

End
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Objective: 1) Efficiency - Use geographical deployment when applicable.

GOAL 1: To verify that projects are assigned in order to minimize duplication of
efforts and maximize the use of geographic areas.

Project Assignments:
• Supervisor shall determine if special skills are required for project.
o If so, assign to appropriate project manager.
• Supervisor shall coordinate with project manager to describe
employees that shall be involved with the project and to what
extent.
o If not, assign based on current workload.
• Special consideration shall be given to assigning projects to
Project Managers who already have projects at the site, in the
area, or along a route that would take the most advantage of
time.
• Supervisor shall coordinate with project manager to describe
employees that shall be involved with the project and to what
extent.

Project Coordination:
• Projects shall be posted to project matrix located on General Services shared
drive at: GS_Application/Bldg Project Update/Project List Revised.doc
• Projects on Matrix shall be updated weekly by Project Manager.
• Supervisors shall refer to project matrix to insure no project duplication
occurs.

Audit Identified Threats
T-6:
T-11:
T-12:
T-14:
T-31:
T-33:

Program does not coordinate activities within Division service areas and/or
duplicates other City or service providers’ efforts.
Work efforts are not coordinated (includes all sections and special projects)
Unnecessary staff and resources are used to complete projects.
No centralized or coordinated tracking of projects.
Site visits are not geographically assigned creating unnecessary travel.
Duplication of efforts among Building Management and Contracting & System
Services Sections.
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Establishing Minor Public Work Contract
GOAL 1: To ensure that contracts are established in a consistent and timely manner
for all improvement projects.
A project contract should be established within a climited time period following
development of the project scope. To determine what the appropriate time period is
adhere to the guidelines included on the following page.

To establish the project contract adhere to the following process:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Obtain and follow City guidelines regarding vendor selection from purchasing
department.
Identify an appropriate vendor
Establish a contract with the appropriate vendor (see next page).
o Log contract in work order database.
Obtain approval from supervisor to proceed
Retain three copies of the contract:
o One is placed in the project folder
o One is retained at Clerk’s Office
o One is given to the vendor for their records (by Clerk)
Notify contractor to proceed.

Audit Identified Threats
T-2:

Improvement projects are scheduled inefficiently
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Project Checklist
Project managers should use the check sheet for MPW projects. Time references
provided are guidelines. Where no time is provided, the task is minimal and achieved
quickly.
1.

Coordinate project with client department.
complete

a. Expect 2-15 days: start
2.

Get most recent Master Document from Supervisor

3.

Create Project Specifications (master Document Exhibit A)
complete

a. Expect 1-10 days: start
4.

Complete and send form 148-22 to Risk Management
Receive insurance requirements from Risk Management
Expect 2 days: Actual
Insert Insurance Requirements into Master Document Exhibit D

5.

Quote Project - Invite minimum of 5 vendors with goal of receiving at least 3
quotes
a. Estimate 3-10 days: start

complete

Document who is invited (maintain with project file)
Document who shows at walk-thru (maintain with project file)
6.

Receive quotes from vendors
a. Estimate 3-10 days: start

complete

7.

Prepare a quote synopsis for distribution and project file

8.

Complete contractor info, contract cost, etc for successful contractor.

9.

Provide contract to supervisor for review
Receive contract back from Supervisor
Estimate 3 days: start

complete

10.

Complete Form 149-7 and send to Risk Management

11.

Send contract to contractor for signature and bond execution
Receive contract back from contractor
Estimate 2-5 days: start

12.

complete

Send contract to Attorney for signature
Receive contract back from attorney
Estimate 2-5 days: start

Revised 8/5/2003
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13.

Complete memo to Robin Joseph – City Clerk’s office
Attach memo to contract face and give to GS Director for signature
Estimate 1 day: start

complete

Receive copy of contract from clerk
Estimate 3-7 days: start:

complete

14.

Provide copy of contract to GS fiscal staff (Therese) for set up in FMS

15.

Issue notice to proceed to contractor

16.

Complete project work

17.

Send notice of completion to Clerk and OEA

18.

Close work order and package project documentation for filing

Revised 8/5/2003
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Project Inspections
GOAL 1: To verify that inspections are completed in a consistent, timely and
efficient manner by each project manager.
GOAL 2: To document contractor’s adherence to project specifications and any
variance from scope or estimated project budget.
Inspections are required to verify compliance with the contract and/or scope of work for
the project. Inspections should be completed by the project manager and scheduled
geographically (where possible) to avoid unnecessary travel. The recommended number
of inspections is based on the project’s complexity, duration, cost, and sensitivity. The
number of inspections required should be reviewed with the supervisor prior to beginning
the project as well as throughout the project, especially when changes to the inspection
frequency occur during the course of the project. For each inspection obtain and
document the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date of the inspection.
Status or project stage.
Contractor is in compliance with contract.
Scope of work is followed.
Unanticipated Events
Cause of any delay or project changes.

The above information should be recorded on the day of the inspection. Place one copy
of the Work Inspection Form in the project folder.

Audit Identified Threats
T-1:
T-30:
T-31:
T-32:

Contractor oversight is inadequate or inconsistent among inspectors
Number and manner of inspections is inconsistent from one inspector to another
Site Visits are not geographically assigned, creating unnecessary travel.
Inspection reports and results are not consistently recorded
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WORK INSPECTION FORM
Date:
Client:
Time of Arrival:

Project Manager:
WO #
Time of Departure:

Project Status:

Scope of work followed?

Yes

No

If No, Specify:

Notes (include changes to scope if applicable):

Is the project on schedule?

Yes

No

If No, Expected Additional Time Required for Project:
Expected Additional Cost:
Additional Inspection Needed:

Yes

No (Final Inspection)

If Yes, What Should be examined at additional inspection?

If No, fill out Notice of Completion and submit for approval.

Project Manager’s Signature

Revised 8/5/2003
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Project Approval
GOAL 1: To consistently document the completion and approval of the projects.
•

•

Upon completion of final inspection:
o Note Final Inspection on Inspection Form
o Forward copy of final inspection to client and contractor
o Issue notice of completion to OEA, Clerk, and Client as necessary
Upon closing of work order
o Forward copy of closed work order to client
o Submit completed work order form to supervisor to approve
o File one copy in the project folder – once approved.
o Send completed work order form to Work Order desk for processing

Audit Identified Threats
T-1:
T-30:
T-32:
T-48:

Contractor oversight is inadequate or inconsistent among inspectors
Number and manner of inspections is inconsistent from one inspector to another
Inspection reports and results are not consistently recorded
Staff does not track cost of materials and supplies to determine if appropriate.
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Indoor Air Quality
GOAL 1: To describe Indoor Air Quality Concern Procedures
When an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) concern is received, the following procedure shall
apply:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

GS Staff (Project Manager) shall contact site to determine the scope of the issue
and determine proper actions (e.g. contact vendor, isolate infected area, etc.).
o If issue can be resolved with existing resources, the issue shall be
completed in that manner (e.g. simple cleaning, elimination of nonhazardous source, etc).
Project Manager shall contact vendor and schedule a site visit. Project Manager
shall accompany vendor on initial site visit.
If Vendor response time is greater than one day, GS staff shall visit site prior to
vendor.
o The site visit shall serve to identify immediate remedies, if necessary, and
to record existing conditions.
o The site visit shall also include or trigger any other necessary events (e.g.
moving of furniture, repair of leaks, etc) in order to provide due diligence
towards resolving the issue.
If vendor response time is less than one day, PM shall coordinate site visit with
the vendor and site staff.
The vendor shall conduct such tests as deemed necessary to reasonably sample the
area of concern.
GS staff will issue a preliminary findings menu following the initial testing, as
necessary.
Where serious health risks may exist, as determined by the consultant or the
project manager, or where critical operations are affected, test results shall be
expedited.
PM shall orchestrate all remediation efforts as deemed necessary by consultant.
Once the consultant has cleared the area of concern, and the facility has been
returned to operational conditions, PM shall issue a closure memo to site and
client department staff as necessary. Report shall be filed in the project managers
project file.

Audit Identified Threats
T-36: Initial Site visit by Staff is unnecessary.
T-37: Contracted IAQ service can be performed in house.
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